
One approach to strengthening your resilient mindset is in rethinking the techniques that you use to explain 
events - your explanatory style.   

Explanatory styles reflect three attributions that a person forms about a recent event. Did it happen because of me (internal) or 
something or someone else (external)? Will this always happen to me (stable) or can I change what caused it (unstable)? Is this 
something that affects all aspects of my life (pervasive) or was it a solitary occurrence (limited)?1   

According to the work of Martin Seligman, the University of Pennsylvania psychologist and  pioneer in the field of 
positive psychology, optimistic people tend to view problems as internal, changeable and limited whereas 
pessimistic people are the opposite. Seligman also found that optimism could be learned through a changing of 
explanatory styles.  

Here’s one exercise that you can practice to build optimism through your explanatory style: 

1. Take a few minutes to think about one moment or event in your life when things didn’t go as you would have 
liked. 

2. Give that event a name and write it at the top of a page in your journal.  
3. Below this heading, answer the following three questions: 

i. Did this event happen because of you or something or someone else?  
a. If this event happened to you because of someone else, write about what you might have done to avoid 

it. 
ii. Will events like this always happen to you or can you change what caused it? 

a. If events like this always happen to you, write about what would need to change in order for you to 
avoid future events like this. 

iii. Will this event affect all aspects of your life or was it a solitary occurrence? 
a. If this event affects all aspects of your life, write about what would need to change in order to isolate 

future events like this? 

The next time that you’re confronted with an event that doesn’t go as you would have liked, recall this exercise 
before explaining the hows and whys of this event to yourself and others.

Rewired Explanatory-Style
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